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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to ATDM 

Alpha Tracker Document Maker (ATDM) is a program to generate Word and Excel documents 
from Tracker data. It is a general purpose document production tool that uses templates to 
generate complex content. 

ATDM is a powerful and flexible mechanism for report generation which can be used to 
produce different report formats for individual clients. It allows you to define individual 
elements of reports separately, such as Asbestos Registers or No Access Gained tables, and 
then to re-use these elements in any number of reports. 

By working with the mechanism, you can gain the benefits of using one flexible system to 
produce many different report types. However, in order to have this control over your 
templates and report output, some compromising over formatting may be necessary. 

1.2 Who this guide is for 

This guide is an internal technical document aimed at Start Software staff who require an 
overview of how ATDM works. It describes how ATDM generates complex documents from 
templates. 

Although ATDM can be used to generate a wide range of documents, the focus of this guide is 
on how ATDM generates Asbestos Survey Reports in particular. 

This guide describes the capabilities of the user-configurable aspects of ATDM. If more 
complicated formatting or content is required then these cannot be defined within the 
structure of ATDM and require additional programming. 
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2. SPECIFYING ATDM INSTRUCTIONS 

2.1 The report formats file 

ATDM is controlled through the use of an Access file containing instructions. The file is called 
‘report formats.mdb’ and it is located in the Tracker Database folder.  

The report formats file has links to the live Tracker database tables, whether these are Access 
or SQL Server tables. It contains four special tables that define the reports that can be 
generated: 

 Report Formats table 

 Instructions table 

 Register Formats table 

 Sample Page Formats table. 

These tables and their content are described in the sections that follow. There is also an 
additional section containing information on some of the rules and conventions used to help 
you create the formatting that you require. 

2.1.1 The Report Formats table 

The Report Formats table defines each type of report that can be generated, for example 
Asbestos Management Survey, Asbestos Refurbishment Survey, Laboratory Bulk Certificate or 
client-specific Management Survey Report. For each of these report types the Report Formats 
table contains two pieces of information: 

 Program Name – this is the report’s unique label or name, for example Management 
Survey 

 Word Template – this is the filename and location of the template that the report uses. 

The following screen shows an example of the Report Formats table, listing the reports 
produced by this ATDM and the location of the template documents. 
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2.1.2 The Instructions table 

The Instructions table details the steps required to generate each of the report types. Each 
row relates to a step in the report-generation process. The Instructions table contains: 

 Program Name 

 Sequence Number 

 a number of different types of action, including: 

 Search Text 

 Register Name 

 Sample page Name 

 Substitute Fields From 

 instructions in the case of no data or lists: 

 If no data, replace with 

 If no data, delete 

 Space and CR. 

The following screen shows an example of the Instructions table, displaying the steps involved 
in the generation of some of the reports produced by this ATDM. 

 

Types of action  

The Instructions table details the type of action performed at each step of the document-
generation process. These actions are of three main types: 

 Search & Replace –this is typically the first action (Sequence Number 1) in a report, 
where basic information such as client name, site address, survey type etc, is 
substituted into the report. An Access query provides the information for the 
substitution. The name of the query is specified in the Substitute Fields From column. 

 Register – a register is a table in the Word document, such as an Asbestos Register, a list 
of Areas Not Accessed or a list of High Risk Items. The name of the register is specified in 
the Register Name column. 
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The mechanism by which a register is produced involves inserting a table in the 
template. The table has a header row and one blank row with a code (the search text) in 
the top left-hand corner. ATDM finds the table by locating the search text specified in 
the Search Text column, and then inserts the data, creating as many rows as necessary. 
The data for the register is populated by a query. 

 Refer to Section 2.1.3, The Register Formats table, for further information on the query that 
populates a register. 

 Sample page – this is where the detailed information about each sample taken on site is 
presented. There is one table per sample and the table may include a photograph of the 
sample. 

To generate sample pages ATDM copies the page to the Clipboard and then pastes in as 
many tables as are needed for the number of samples. 

 Refer to Section 2.1.4, The Sample Page Formats table, for further information on the query 
that populates a sample page. 

 

 Note that as ATDM uses the Clipboard in the report generation process, you must not use the 
Clipboard in any other program at the same time. If you do, there is a risk that errors or 
seemingly random data will appear in your reports. 

Instructions in the case of no data or l ists  

During the document-generation process, if there is no data returned to populate a table, you 
can: 

 specify text to insert in place of the data – use the ‘If no data, replace with’ column 

 choose to delete the table itself by ticking the ‘If no data, delete’ box. 

There is also an option to populate a register as if it were a list, so that all the information 
returned is displayed in one column, with spaces between each item and carriage returns 
between each row. To set this option, tick the ‘Space and CR’ box. 

2.1.3 The Register Formats table 

The Register Formats table defines where the data comes from to fill in a register. It contains: 

 Register Name – the name of the register as used in the Instructions table 

 Query Name – the name of the query that populates the register. This query must be set 
up to match the columns of the Word table exactly. 

The following screen shows an example of the Register Formats table. 
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2.1.4 The Sample Page Formats table 

The Sample Page Formats table defines where the data comes from to fill in a sample page. It 
contains: 

 Sample Page Name – the name of the sample page as used in the Instructions table 

 Query Name – the name of the query that populates the register. This query must be set 
up to match the columns of the Word table exactly 

 a number of formatting options, including: 

 Page Break? – tick the box if a page break is to be inserted after completing the 
table 

 Sheets Per Page – specify how many tables are to appear per page of the report 

 Picture Height – specify the size of the photograph. 

The following screen shows an example of the Sample Page Formats table. 
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2.2 Important points to note 

There are a few important points to note regarding Alpha Tracker Document Maker and these 
are listed and explained below. A table at the end of the section summarises the points. 

Headers and footers  

In field substitution queries, it is necessary to end a field name with “_HF” to ensure that it is 
replaced in headers and footers. 

 Note that you need both a header and footer in every section of a report template, including 
the first page, even if that header and footer contain only a single paragraph. If you use the 
“Different first page” feature, then you must ensure that both the first page and the 
subsequent pages in the section have some content in the header and footer – if you don’t 
then the header/footer find and replace will be unreliable. 

Changing to upper case  

In field substitution queries, to force the data to upper case end the field name with “_UC”. 

Inserting commas  

In field substitution queries, to swap new lines for commas end the field name with 
“_COMMAS”. 

Removing new l ines  

In field substitution queries, to remove line breaks (carriage returns) end the field name with 
“_NoCRs”. 

Calculated f ield/expression on long text f ields  

If you need to do calculations on long text, for example if you need to concatenate two fields 
together, you need to do this in a SQL view instead of in the Access query. There is a view 
specifically for this purpose called “vw_Survey_Items_with_Extras”. 

Colouring text in table cells  

To colour the text in a table cell, include in the query the following text depending on the 
colour that you want to use: 

 <red font cell> 

 <green font cell> 

 <yellow font cell> 

 <black font cell> 

 <white font cell>. 
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Colouring the background of table cells  

To colour the background in a table cell, include in the query the following text depending on 
the colour that you want to use: 

 <red background cell> 

 <green background cell> 

 <yellow background cell> 

 <black background cell> 

 <white background cell> 

Colouring text in table rows  

To colour the text across a whole row of a table, include in the query the following text 
depending on the colour that you want to use: 

 <red font row> 

 <green font row> 

 <yellow font row> 

 <black font row> 

 <white font row>. 

Colouring the background of table rows  

To colour the background of a row in a table, include in the query the following text 
depending on the colour that you want to use: 

 <red background row> 

 <green background row> 

 <yellow background row> 

 <black background row> 

 <white background row>. 

Activi ty logging  

All activity, such as tag searches and replacements, is logged to daily log files which are stored 
in the \Logs subfolder. 

Photos in registers  

You can include thumbnail photos of the survey items in any register table simply by including 
the “[Photo filename]” field as a column. 
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Split ting registers  

Any register tables can be split. For example, an asbestos register can be split into separate 
tables by building or by floor.  

To split a register, ensure the second column in the register query has a name ending in 
“_SPLIT”. For example, if you name the second column “Building_SPLIT”, then the register 
uses this column to break the table into sections and does not include this column in the data 
table itself. 

This means that if your Word table has x columns, the query should have x+2 columns, with 
the first column being the survey ID and the second column being the field that splits the 
table. 

If you use “_SPLIT” in the register table then the table’s header row is automatically repeated 
on subsequent pages (so the Microsoft Word “Repeat as header row at the top of each page” 
table formatting is not required). 

Setting font size  

You can set the font size in cells by using the tags “<font cell size=9>” through to “<font cell 
size=20>”. These may be useful for the heading in tables, for example: Expr1_SPLIT: [Building 
Name] & “/” & [Floor] & “<font cell size=20>”. 

Generating bar,  l ine and pie charts  

There are three steps to generate bar, line and pie charts: 

Insert a tag in the document where you want the chart to appear, for example “<bar_chart>”. 
The actual name of the tag does not matter. 

Add a register instruction where the query behind the register has just three columns for a pie 
chart (survey ID, heading, value), or three or more columns for a line or bar chart. 

Give the register a name in the format “{something} Bar Chart” or “{something} Pie Chart” or 
“{something} Line Chart”. For example “Material Risk Bar Chart”. The register names are 
important here. 
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Drawings and certif icates  

It is possible to include drawings and certificates automatically into reports by using two 
special tags: 

 <Drawings> 

 <Certificates>. 

Insert these tags into the report in the appropriate location then upload the drawings and 
certificates as JPG images to either: 

 the main project folder, or 

 sub-folders called \Drawings and \Certificates. 

If you use the main folder then the filenames of the documents need the word “drawing” and 
“certificate” somewhere in them. If you use the sub-folders, then they don’t need this as all 
JPGs in the sub-folders will be included. 

Signatures  

To include signatures in reports you need to have the signature files stored as JPGs. 

Use a Field Substitution instruction in Report Formats. Create the field with a name that 
begins with the word “Signature”, eg “Signature lead surveyor” or “Signature approved”. 

 

Ensure that the tag in the document matches the field name as usual. 

The contents of the field should be the full filename of the signature file, eg 
“c:\Tracker\Signatures\193.jpg” where 193 would be the staff ID of the person, or 
“c:\Tracker\Staff Signatures\Robin Bennett.jpg”. 
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It doesn’t matter where you put the signature files or what you call them as long as you build 
up the fieldname correctly. 
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These points are summarised in the table below: 
 

Tag/Name Meaning 

_HF Ensures a field is replaced in headers and footers 

_UC Makes upper case 

_COMMAS Swaps new lines for commas 

_NoCRs Removes line breaks 

vw_Survey_Items_with_Extras Do calculations on long text using this SQL view 

<red font cell> Colours the text in a table cell 

<red background cell> Colours the background in a table cell 

<red font row> Colours the text across a whole row of a table 

<red background row> Colours the background of a row in a table 

\Logs Daily log file subfolder 

[Photo filename] Includes thumbnail photos of the survey items where 
this field is included as a column 

_SPLIT Splits a register when the second column in the register 
query has a name with this ending 

<font cell size=9> Sets the font size in cells, 9-20 

<bar_chart> Location of chart in document 

{something} Bar Chart Name of register for chart 

<Drawings> Includes drawings automatically if they are uploaded to 
either the main project folder or a sub-folder called 
\Drawings 

<Certificates> Includes certificates automatically if they are uploaded 
to either the main project folder or a sub-folder called 
\Certificates 

<Signature…> Inserts signature into document 
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3. USING TEMPLATES 

3.1 Creating templates 

The templates used by ATDM are Word documents that contain the standard text for your 
reports. They also contain specific codes, or tags, and formatting to control the insertion of 
Tracker data. Templates are usually stored in the Word Templates folder – the location may 
differ but is always specified in the Report Formats table. 

 Refer to Section 2.1.1, The Report Formats table, for details on the Report Formats table. 

3.2 Tagging and formatting in templates 

You can amend the formatting of your templates as necessary to change the appearance of 
your documents. Detailed below you can find a few guidelines on tagging and formatting in 
templates. 

Formatting of text  

The formatting of text in a template can be changed as required. 

Tags 

All tags in the document templates for ATDM are surrounded by angled brackets:  < and >. 
You can move these tags around within a template as required.  

The following screen shows some standard tags used on the front page of a report. The text in 
angled brackets is replaced by Tracker data during document generation. 
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Registers  

A register is a table in the Word document, such as an Asbestos Register, a list of Areas Not 
Accessed or a list of High Risk Items. To display a register you must insert a table in the 
template. The table has the following identifying features: 

 a tag in the top left-hand corner (the unique search text that identifies the start of the 
register) 

 a header row (optional) 

 one blank row. 

 Note that the tag at the start of a register must be unique – it must not be the same as any 
substitution tags or any tags used elsewhere in the template. 

Although registers may look like tables, it is not necessary for them to do so. If the table is 
defined and formatted in the template to have no header row and without borders it can be 
made to look quite unlike a table. 

The screen below shows an example of a register in a template. 

 

 Be particularly careful when inserting or deleting columns in tables as this would require the 
corresponding query, as identified in the Register Formats table, to be amended so that ATDM 
knows the columns have changed. 
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Sample pages 

Sample pages display the detailed information about each sample taken on site. There is one 
table per sample and the table may include a photograph of the sample. To display a sample 
page you must insert a table in the template. The table has the following identifying features: 

 a tag in the top left-hand corner (the unique search text that identifies the start of the 
sample page) 

 a tag in each cell where data is to be displayed – and the tag must be the only thing in 
the cell, there cannot be any other text 

 the last cell on the bottom row of the table must have the tag <end> to identify the end 
of the table. This is usually in white text so that it is invisible on the report. 

 Note that the tag at the start of a register must be unique – it must not be the same as any 
substitution tags or any tags used elsewhere in the template. 

 


